T HE PROBLEM of authority in our Western religious institutions arises essentially from our widespread acceptance of the notion of personal autonomy. This doctrine so fundamentally characterizes liberals like me that our religious bodies must be substantially structured in terms of it and our relationship with God is fundamentally correlated with it. In my opinion, its influence has also been widely felt even in those religious communities that affirm that their corporate forms derive in significant detail from God's revelation. How we transform that originally secular notion so that it may find a proper place in our service of God affects not only our understanding of faith but (what directly concerns us here) our conception of the legitimate authority of our religious institutions. I therefore propose to approach the issue of social discipline by first clarifying how I think we ought to frame our concept of personal religious autonomy. I shall do so by examining certain representative thinkers who have materially influenced me with regard to this issue. Then, having established what I take to be the right contemporary challenge to traditional religious notions of corporate authority, I shall seek to mediate between religiously autonomous persons and their communities.
allow myself a few sentences on René Descartes and Jean Jacques Rousseau to serve as an introduction to the great Koenigsberg thinker.
With Descartes a decisive negative principle became basic to the nascent Enlightenment and the related enfranchisement of the individual: we ought to doubt every idea until it is a clear and distinct truth to us. As Descartes's procedure of thinking from methodical doubt became a categorical imperative for the modern mind, sovereignty in the realm of value began to shift to the individual from the community. 4 Single selves now began to sit confidently in judgment over all proposals for their assent or action, and demanded warrants of their personal acceptability.
In Rousseau this assertion of the authority of the self took social, specifically political, form. The negative principle now manifested itself as the indignant criticism of institutions. This leads Rousseau to the positive idea that persons ought to rule themselves and thus that governments ought to be democratic. Our personal experience of democracythe most humane, if flawed, system of government we know-has provided the social basis for our concern with autonomy. And so to Kant.
5
In Kant's ethics all other considerations are subordinated to the individual's manifestation of good will. Kant clearly distinguishes between will and impulse. The latter is little more than an animalistic urge and thus hardly an appropriate basis for human action. In human will our drive to action is organized in somewhat rational form. 6 Our will becomes truly good when it fulfils its rational potential. That means one which does not operate in terms of whim or caprice but only in terms of rational necessity. 7 A truly ethical will ought not function by a merely contingent principle, for it would have slight rational status and thus infringe on the individual's dignity. 8 It will therefore also not frame exceptional privilege or apply only to a favored group but will be universal. The best term for such an ethical principle is "law," and a good will is thus one which follows this sort of moral law.
Immanuel Kant, then, is the champion of literal autonomy. He teaches an ethics of nomos, of law, for reason operates in terms of universal, binding certainties. What constitutes such law, whether in general or in any given situation, one ought to clarify for oneself, since one has the reason to do so. 10 When we abjectly accept moral direction from another, we betray our most essential human capacity. The truly ethical person relies on the self, the autos, but does so in terms of ethical law, nomos.
11
The good will is, in this sense, self-legislating, autonomous.
The unsophisticated modern ear no longer hears the Kantian overtones of the word "autonomy." Instead, it often implies the legitimacy of a privatistic permissiveness, as in the authoritative dictum of popular culture that no one can really tell you what you ought to do. What, we must ask, kept the Kantian individual from this contemporary wilfulness?
For Kant, reason ought to control the will lest it become mere impulse. Anarchy, which so often seems to threaten us, is simply unthinkable in Kantian ethics. The rational mind is characterized by lawfulness, not its absence. And what is an ethical law for me personally must, if it is rational, equally be true for all humankind. Kantian self-legislation cannot yield the moral isolation we often see about us.
But why, asks the child of twentieth-century freedom, is Kantian rationality so constraining? What gives it such domineering authority? With such troubling questions, we start our hard way to our contemporary disillusionment.
As a devoted Enlightener, Kant has no doubt that our rationality, above all else, makes us human. 12 In his letter on Enlightenment, he writes that, to come of age, to be mature, means to throw off the tutelage of others and to think for oneself. 13 Not to progress in fighting the accumulated errors of humankind and to grow more free thinking for ourselves would be "a crime against human nature."
14 He has little doubt that society can only benefit from the growth of self-determination. "Men work themselves gradually out of barbarity if only intentional artifices are not made to hold them in it." 15 In fact, for Kant the identification of our humanity with our rationality is utterly self-evident. For that reason he does not usually bother to 10 Richard Kroner does not hesitate to call this emphasis on the self "subjectivity" (R. Kroner 
discuss it. 16 As the Marburg neo-Kantian Ernst Cassirer puts it,
Critical ethics affords us no answer as to why order takes precedence over chaos, free subordination to the universality of a self-given law over arbitrariness of individual desires. In the critique of reason, theoretical as well as practical, the idea of reason, the idea of a final and supreme union of knowledge and will is taken for granted. Whoever fails to acknowledge this idea thus excludes himself from the orbit of its manner of posing problems, and from its conceptions of "true" and "false," "good" and "evil," which it alone can substantiate, empowered by its method.
17
Written before World War I, that final sentence already testifies to the melancholy fate of a sovereign reason in the century and more since Kant. And the succeeding decades have only further diminished its imperial sway.
18 What was self-evident to Kant had become, even to a leading neo-Kantian, only another possible way of posing and answering questions. Today, the nomos Kant empowered with reason's authority has little binding force and a drastically altered sense of the autos pervades our discussions of moral duty. Kant may no longer define the term for us, but he more than anyone taught us the dignity of selfdetermination and did so with such truthfulness that, though we feel we must transform the concept, we cannot surrender it.
The most effective practical challenges to Kantian individualism have come from Marxism and nationalism. Particularly because of our concern with social structures, we must give some attention to their critique of making the single self the foundation of our thought.
Karl Marx often refers positively to the individual, but almost always as part of his apologetic strategy. He is resolutely determined to shift the center of authority from the individual to society or even to humankind.
19
He attacks the notion of autonomy most perceptively by demonstrating that the alleged freedom of individuals in bourgeois democracy comes only with more fundamental alienation from their true humanity. By exposing the deleterious role things play in modern life, the cruel use people make of one another, the harsh power we economically face, he awakens us from our dogmatic dream of our pure inner freedom. ideas as individuals, and the forms in which we think, he rudely insists, will testify far more to the conditions of production under which we exist than to the purity of human reason.
21
To be sure, Marx is speaking politically rather than philosophically. That is exactly his point, that the only truly significant philosophy will be done in terms of socioeconomic power realities, not speculatively à la Hegel. He summarizes his rejection of individualism at the conclusion of his essay "On the Jewish Question." Marx here is not concerned with the specific situation of Jews. 22 Rather he wishes to discuss the abstract issue of emancipation, specifically by denying that gaining individual rights is meaningful freedom. He argues:
Political emancipation is a reduction of man to a member of civil society, to an egoistic independent individual on the one hand and to a citizen, a moral person, on the other. Only when the actual, individual man has taken back into himself the abstract citizen and in his everyday life, his individual work, and his individual relationships become a species-being, only when he has recognized and organized his own powers as social powers so that social force is no longer separated from him as political power, only then is human emancipation complete.
23
To some extent Marx has persuaded us all. We find it difficult to deny that our individuality is substantially social. For us, therefore, selfdetermination must mean creating a social order which enables us all to be more fully human. Even when our agenda becomes substantially economic, I do not see this view inherently contradicting Kantianism, for Kant surely knew the importance of fulfilling ethical responsibility in social relationships. The break with Kant comes when Marx says, or is understood to say, that the person is essentially social. Then one effectively nullifies individualism by universalizing it, for now society knows better than its members what their individuality ought to be and totalitarianism replaces autonomy.
The other example of a widely-accepted social understanding of human existence is nationalism, which I shall consider through the thought of one of its most noble exponents, the Zionist essayist Asher Ginzberg. He wrote under the pseudonym Ahad Haam, "one of the people," itself a fine epitome of his position. He deserves our attention because he demanded that all nationalism be ethical. Justice will become an instinct with good men, so that in any given situation they will be able to apply the standard of absolute justice without any long process of reflexion Personal and social consideration will not affect them in the slightest degree; their instinct will judge every action with absolute impartiality ignoring all human relations, and making no difference between X and Y, between the self and the other, between rich and poor.
28
As against the injustice and partiality that regularly mar social relationships, such principled justice would be a welcome human advance. But to say that ethically we ought to ignore all "personal and social considerations," "all human relations," seems not only harsh but inflex- Most of the early communes have died. But we continue to see the creation of small groups for sharing significant aspects of one's life or to offset the intensified loneliness which has accompanied growing individuality, in the Jewish community, havurot. For us, any consideration of the self must, I think, pay as much attention to its social as to its rational nature. And it is this recognition of our ineradicable sociality which makes conflicts between our institutions and ourselves so difficult to resolve.
Retrospectively, the ethical problem of the self as a social reality may be said to haunt and ultimately render unsatisfactory the life work of Jean Paul Sartre. In its initial stage Sartre emerged as the great philosophic exponent of the utterly free and unlimited individual. The difference between his phenomenological analysis and that of Descartes is instructive. 33 For Sartre, almost all the certainties of substantive rationalism have had to be surrendered. Rather, the world is technically understood to be absurd. Now, literally, there is nothing on which the authentic self may rely and still be truly for-itself. The self has only its freedom given to it. Indeed, in seeking external support to authenticate one's use of one's freedom, one already commits the primal Sartrean sin. As Dominick La Capra phrases it, "This pure and total freedom is an empty spontaneity that approximates blind will and allows only for a 'leap' into commitment." 34 Sartre can use the term "autonomy," but with rationality providing no guidance, with the autos defined as pure freedom, nomos means that it must radically be a law unto itself. The result is a thoroughgoing relativism. As Sartre says in the concluding ethical pages of Being and Nothingness, "... all human values are equivalent ... all are on principle doomed to failure. Thus it amounts to the same thing whether one gets drunk alone or is a leader of nations." 35 Here Sartre has given refined philosophic expression to the unanticipated outcome of Enlightenment individualism, an agnosticism so universal and profound it has led to moral solipsism. This Sartrean individualism does admit of one social moral consideration. Sartre acknowledges that the other who stands over against me must be granted the same sort of freedom-consciousness that I possess.
36
Sartre has no good reason for this declaration, since one could hardly know any other free self as one knows one's self. Yet this moral deviation from his accustomed rigor testifies eloquently to his ethical seriousness.
Sartre had promised a work on ethics to fulfil the ontological analysis Jürgen Habermas may well be said to be presenting the most interesting contemporary secular effort to situate free individuals in a thoroughly social context. 44 Habermas has tried to face up to the dire moral consequences of our ethical agnosticism in a time of increasingly powerful social structures. 45 Once again institutional evils impel the thinker to take the self seriously, even though much can no longer be said simply from within one's private individuality. Habermas has sought a ground of ethical value in our lived human social situation. In this way we may finally resolve the perennial post-Enlightenment problem of having to validate a robust social responsibility from a rigorously individualistic source of authority.
46
Habermas points to communication as unique to human beings and universal in humankind. 47 Applying a transcendental analytic, he then inquires as to its necessary presuppositions. 48 Among the most important are the effort to be understood and, therefore, to gain assent to the act of communication (not its content). From this arises the fundamental concern of ethics, to seek the other's agreement or, conversely, the right not to be coerced but to come to one's own understanding. 51 In the service of this ideal we must unmask all the present distortions of communication, largely deriving from our social arrangements, and by transcending our false consciousness begin our march toward the ideal.
52
Autonomy has now become the individual's right to resist any societal value or structure which remains unconvincingly explained. Without postulating any of the Kantian claims for practical reason, Habermas has made the individual's rationality the hope for ethical judgments and, therefore, social arrangements. By Kantian standards this is a minimalist ethic, but compared to the usual Marxist analysis of the place of the individual in contemporary society, it remains powerfully individualistic. To that extent at least, Habermas is making a significant contribution to resolving the tension between the autonomous self and its social obligations.
Yet the compelling power of this philosophy remains limited by its pragmatic evasion of the metaethical issue of the dignity of the self. In this secularism as in others, it is not clear why one should take the self so seriously and grant it such authority. What we realistically know about most people's lives, most emphatically beginning with our own, surely will not allow us to claim that they merit ultimate worth. If we are to be accorded the dignity of autonomy, it must surely be despite what we regularly show ourselves to be. That, in fact, we Westerners continue to attach such significance to individuality may only be, as Oriental critics suggest, a sign of our faulty sense of reality. Advaita Hinduism advises people to give up this illusion, which arises from a dualism that betrays the oneness of ultimate reality. Less metaphysically, much of Buddhism directs us, as the first step to enlightenment, to acknowledge the truth of annata, that there is no such thing as a self. Why, then, do we take it so for granted? It is hardly persuasive to respond that even the enunciation of such doctrines presupposes communication and therefore its implicit values. Perhaps at certain gross levels of understanding interpersonal communication remains necessary, but with a growth in insight speech becomes increasingly inadequate, as the record of the odd forms of religious "communication" indicates. 
55
For me, the diverse strands of this post-Enlightenment quest come together least inadequately in the system of Martin Buber. 56 He knows no utterly discrete Descartesian ego but only a self which is always engaged with an other. So much the phenomenologists might have told us. But Buber also asserts that the self can directly know other selves, and these I-thou meetings are qualitatively more significant than our more precise customary engagement with others as objects. Indeed, Buber contends, the full self truly emerges only in the interpersonal encounter. Through its I-thou relationships it has access to a standard by which to live and an imperative to do so. The ultimate ground of all such I-thou encounters, and not uncommonly the immediate other in them, is God, the Eternal Thou. Because, directly or indirectly, God relates to us precisely as the singular, individual thou we are, we know ourselves, in our specific personhood, to be endowed with ultimate worth.
The 
No Kantian nomos can necessarily indicate the obligation that now devolves upon me.
57 Law seeks to specify the common case. It may, perhaps, speak to my-our present situation. But as I participated in and emerged from our meeting in fresh individuality, a universal law may also not know my-our need. It therefore cannot be granted its old coercive priority. For Buber, nomos is our acknowledgment of the commanding power of our relationships. They do not leave us content merely to bask in their significance but send us forth to live in terms of what we have just come to know. In this old-new sense, Buber's dialogical self has autonomy.
The personal effects of the notion of the I-thou relationship are so impressive that its equally social consequences are often overlooked. When we apply the distinction between I-it and I-thou relating socially, we see that our institutions disturb us so because they regularly treat us more as objects than as persons. Instead, we now consciously aspire to a social existence in which people reach out to one another in dialogic concern. Buber terms such a group a community and he, more than anyone I can think of, is responsible for the revolutionary thesis that our highest human duty is to transmute society into community.
58

Usually this takes place only slowly, by individuals meeting and changing their social relations. On occasion groups as such directly have an Ithou encounter.
59 Then, as we may have experienced small-scale in work, prayer, or study, we are all momentarily bound up in a unity which did not negate our individuality while fulfilling it in a relation with many others. So the community forged by that experience now becomes valued in itself-and with each renewal of the experience the group becomes more important to our personal existence.
In great historic moments this happens to a folk and establishes its national character. The Hebrews shared such an experience in the events we call Exodus and Sinai-but did so with the unparalleled recognition that they were entering a covenant with God as well as with their newlyborn nation.
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All such corporate encounters, great or small, generate specific duties, thus specifying the mission on which the group now embarks. These laws retain their legitimacy as long as they continue to express the encounter that gave rise to them. 61 Secondarily, law provides for the continuity of I-thou reality in our Iit existence, a thesis with major social implications. Here is Buber's explication of the Torah's condemnation of Korah for rebelling against Moses (Num 16): Naturally God rules through men who have been gripped and filled with His spirit, and who on occasion carry out His will not merely by means of instantaneous decisions but also through lasting justice and law ... for without law, that is, without any clear-cut and transmissible line of demarcation between that which is pleasing to God and that which is displeasing to Him, there can be no historical continuity of divine rule upon earth.
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Korah was wrong because he argued "that the law as such displaces the spirit and the freedom and... that it ought to be replaced by them." man is a law-receiver, God is not a law-giver, and therefore the Law has no universal validity, for me, but only a personal one."
70
For Buber, concern for the presence of God should be our unqualified primary interest. By that standard, Jewish law seemed more to be serving its own institutional ends, not its Giver. To bring God back to the center of Jewish life, Buber felt he must resolutely resist any prior claims to his devotion.
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In his earlier years, at the turn of the century, Buber had stressed the group rather than the individual, but from the early 1920's on he felt that nothing was more important than the struggle against the collective. 72 Today, more than half a century later, we must still oppose our collectives for regularly seeking to nullify or neutralize our autonomy. But, in addition to this struggle, the paramount one of Buber's life, we must carry on another of at least equal significance. We must reemphasize the sociality of the self, even as we envisage the self fundamentally grounded in covenant with God; for in our time, autonomy has largely shrunk into the notion of the self as a law unto itself. What began as a movement to liberate individuals has now become, through the loss of the old guiding certainties, a means for their degradation. If only to retain the validity of autonomy so as to oppose our overbearing institutions, we need to oppose unrestrained individualism and specify the sources of authority which should limit it. Redirecting autonomy has become as important a task as opposing any collective seeking to deny it. To me, then, autonomy is more God-oriented than our secular teachers admit and more social than the older Buber was willing to concede. 73 On that understanding, I now turn to the problem of living in commanding communities.
II
The first premise can be quickly stated. The self gains its worth not from itself but from its relationship with God. Much has been written on that score. More impressive is the way Americans have outgrown the alleged death of God. Adolescents think that to come of age one must spurn one's parents. confer rather than impede maturity. So for some years now the quest for personal spirituality has been the outstanding phenomenon of American religious life.
If we can accept God in any significant sense of the term, we cannot employ our autonomy selfishly, that is, without intimate reference to the One who is sovereign and also the source of our freedom. God, in whatever way we relate to God, both bestows and delimits our independence.
We cannot as easily indicate today how human collectives validly ought to exercise significant sway over us. Let us begin by acknowledging that our group has some legitimate authority. We are not usually shaken by simple issues of social order or group discipline. Let us also confess, with some trepidation, that conscience can make ultimate claims upon us. Hence we can understand that in extreme cases we might-may God spare us-have to dissociate ourselves radically from our community. The tangled texture of our problem is most easily seen when a community behest rankles badly and we are suddenly caught between its authority and our autonomy.
The dialectical nature of our present struggle with group authority now manifests itself. As a troubled religious liberal, I feel I must begin from the side of the autonomous self, now bestriding our culture with great self-assurance. And I want to say a strong word about its essential sociality.
The Descartesian discrete self is a methodological fiction, useful for intellectual purposes and perhaps even necessary in our present understanding of our existence, but a fiction nonetheless. But what began as a heuristic device has become a metaphysical given. In truth, we are all very much more the children of our time, place, and community than of our pure thought or free choice. The very project of thinking as a pure mind, for all that it is the work of individual genius, arises within the history of Western thought, itself an elitist enterprise carried out by an uncommonly bookish group of white, middle-or upper-class males addicted to abstraction-of which I am one. The tribal and guild aspects of philosophy and theology are readily apparent to any perceptive observer at one of their conferences. Even creativity and individuality quickly become cult activities, and one identifies with them by adopting their garb, hair styles, buzz words, diets, and approved causes. Contemporary individualists did not themselves create the notion of autonomy. They received it as a social inheritance. They now assert their independence of others on the basis of a doctrine they learned from them. Kant would be appalled at autonomy as the ideology of enlightened selfishness; he took persons as ends far too seriously for that.
If we establish our autonomy on the basis of the freedom God has given us, we can hardly escape the consequent sociality of our selfhood.
However we interpret the metaphor, God's voice commands not only the most intense, direct, personal love but also the love of our neighbor. Only by converting a specific directive into a vague sentiment can we arrive at a Judeo-Christian libertarianism.
The exercise of autonomy cannot, then, begin with a Descartesian initial negation of all institutions, lest we thereby deny our very selves. I understand that to mean that my community may reasonably demand of me that I discipline my will so that the community can function and persevere. Moreover, because I am substantially its creation, it can also legitimately expect some sacrifice of my conscience when its promptings conflict with central affirmations of my group. However, these institutional obligations are more than the dues we pay for participation or our simple duty as a result of the sociality of our being. They also derive from our recent, hard-won humility in selfhood. People are not as rational, as selfless, as morally competent as we thought them to be. Our communities and traditions often bear a wisdom far more profound and embracing, and certainly more enduring, than anything we could create on our own. In conflict with it, we must often bow to what, against our private judgment but in due humility, we accept as its superior understanding.
And in this part
I have not meant by this heavy argument for the sociality of the autos and thus of its nomos to also make a case for the Grand Inquisitor. I only seek to right a balance-better, to restore a proper tension. I remain committed to the Enlightenment notion that full human dignity requires thinking and deciding for oneself. Today, as two centuries ago, that not infrequently can mean, when pressed, opposing radically what is otherwise most dear to us. As a liberal, I am regularly exasperated by a community wallowing in freedom, whose members love autonomy because it sanctions their casual nonobservance. 75 But when an institution begins to suggest that, on the whole, I will be better off relying on its judgment than my own, then my unrepentent liberalism makes itself rebelliously felt. I acknowledge that in any controversy my community may legitimately ask for my social bona fides and inquire what sacrifices I have in fact made as a more than selfish self. But, in turn, I will unabashedly ask for its bona fides. What sacrifices has it made of its power, its ambition, its drive to serve itself, for me and those like me who are not merely its beneficiaries but independent centers of worth and wisdom, and not infrequently the source of its authority?
Most social structures still function without essential regard for individual autonomy and its consequences for desirable human relations. Their leaders quickly revert to paternalism, punishment, or tyranny. If autonomous individuals are rightly asked to acknowledge and live by their sociality, then the dialectical demand on institutions must be that they organize and activate themselves out of respect for the fundamental dignity of their participants. Messianically, we yearn for the day when the common course will be directly determined by the common will. Practically, all we can and must ask is that our organizations manifest a major, activist commitment to achieving true community and make regular progress toward it.
I cannot go beyond this clarification of our mutual responsibilities to provide a rule by which these two sources of valid authority can settle serious confrontations. I cannot even specify very far the critical signs by which we may know when we have gone beyond individual sacrifice or institutional patience. But I can provide an old-new term for living in this kind of open, unsettled, but mutually dignifying relationship. It is "covenant," now less a structure spelled out from on high than a more equal effort to live in common need and respect. As is the case with egalitarian marriages, we cannot yet tell what forms and processes are appropriate to most people in such arrangements. We can, however, accept covenantal relationship as a central ethical challenge of our time and pragmatically see how we can sanctify our lives by employing it. For some such reason, I take it, God has put us in an open history.
In my view, the foregoing analysis applies to secular as to religious institutions but it takes somewhat altered form when applied to the corporate life of biblical religions. Moreover, our leaders must make their decisions in terms of what God wants God's community to be doing, an agenda they must largely define and effectuate. Even as they know they are not God, they must not shirk the special dignity of their roles which invests their decisions with a special measure of God's own authority.
Jewish institutional leadership finds these problems exacerbated by the persistent threats to our existence. The Holocaust ended whatever sense of ultimate security the Enlightenment and secular democracy had given modern Jewry. The continuing peril of the State of Israel, our people's redemptive response to the Holocaust and therefore our unique contemporary symbol of the Covenant, keeps our leaders in a state of constant alarm. The people of Israel needs vigilant defense against its foes; how can it then easily tolerate critics and dissenters? The Jewish religion is threatened by a community which knows and practices little, and which believes even less. The modernization of Judaism has not produced a widespread non-Orthodox Jewish piety; then, shall what has been preserved of our tradition now be further vitiated?
All American religious institutions can surely find strong warrant for resisting further individualization as they reap the rewards of disillusion with our secular idols. However, it ought not lull them into expecting that we shall long be satisfied with them if they do not actively respect our autonomy. Believers not only expect our religious institutions to serve as social models of the humane values God demands of us as individuals; we expect that they do so in exemplary fashion. We know that we cannot realistically demand that our religious leaders be saints and our institutions perfect. We also cannot allow this to be their excuse for demonstrating little more corporate righteousness than the unconsecrated do; for we can find individual holiness by ourselves. What we seek from our institutions is the social elaboration of our private responsibility, and we know that only in its corporate religious exemplification can the full dimensions of the sacred enter our individual lives.
Most Americans do not currently find their religious institutions meeting their spiritual expectations. Against everything sociologists keep telling us about secularization, pollsters regularly find that the overwhelming majority of us continue to profess belief in God and a broad range of other Judeo-Christian beliefs. But these believers are dramati-cally less involved in our institutions and their practices. I admit that this discrepancy says something about what one can learn by polling people about their beliefs and much more about the depth of faith being held. It also says to me that many Americans remain children of the Enlightenment, experts in criticizing their social institutions, particularly the religious ones, for not living up to the values they proclaim. I read their massive Lincolnesque defection from us as being in large part God's judgment upon our institutions for failing to exemplify better what God wants of us.
Here too I can adumbrate no rule for mediating between the conscientious self and the church or synagogue seeking to be true to its Godgiven mandate. The inspirited soul has always expressed itself in amazingly diverse fashion. Today, with individualism a primary good, with cultural lures of the most diverse kinds held out to us, we may expect people to hear God making an even broader range of demands upon them. But if they are part of the biblical witness of faith, they will, in some central way, be called to live in a community of fellow believers. The authenticity of their personal demands upon their institutions will first be ascertained by their response to their corporate obligations. What do they know of the tradition they are judging? What sacrifices have they made to its discipline? What place have they given the community in their vision of the proper service of God, and is it one by which it can legitimately hope to continue in faithful corporate service to God until the Messiah comes?
Then individuals, practicing what I have tried to explicate as a faithful biblical autonomy, will make their counterdemands upon their institutions. How have they used their power in relation to individuals and in pursuit of their corporate aims? How much dissent and pluralism have they tolerated or encouraged? How far have they sought to lead us and our society to a more humane existence rather than merely mirror or modify its present virtues and vices?
Our problems and opportunities arise from the need to refashion the covenants which have shaped the life of religious institutions. Heretofore they have derived essentially from two major centers of authority: God and God's people as a body. The rise of the notion of religiously autonomous individuals demands that a third partner now be fully acknowledged in the alliance.
I do not mean to suggest that God ought now be any less the primary figure in this expanded partnership. If my symbolism for God is less monarchical and more dialogical than has been traditional, I do not propose by stressing God's availability and gracious grant of human freedom to demean God's transcendent authority. Whether as people or as individuals, our existence devolves from God and ought to be dedicated, beyond all else, to God. I also hope I have made clear the continuing necessity of structured religious sociality. Even as selves, we need the church and synagogue if we are to serve God properly. We therefore accept the yoke of their discipline and the guidance of their teaching.
To these two traditional foci of religious authority we now insist on adding a third: ourselves in our autonomous individuality. We are not bereft of God's presence or ignorant of God's present, commanding word. Seeking in some individual way to fulfil what we dimly but undeniably come to know God wants of us, we ask our institutions to treat us with a new, because greater, measure of covenant loyalty. We require more help and encouragement from them in working out our personhood in their midst, even if that engenders greater dissent in ideas and divergence in practice than has been acceptable heretofore. We know that there are always many good reasons for not sharing power with others, but even our humble sense of our individual dignity will not let us now be content with demanding of them any less. It is time for us to become the persons as well as the people of God. 
